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Very little literature exists on the nature of external reporting lines and funding structures of academic special libraries. This study focuses on academic health sciences libraries. The authors analyze information gathered from statistics published by the Association of Academic Health Sciences Libraries (AAHSL) from 1977 through 2007; an anonymous online survey of AAHSL library directors; and phone conversations with a select number of directors who were willing to take part in follow-up interviews. The history of changing trends in reporting lines over the years and a view of the diverse arrangements, including strengths and weaknesses, currently existing in academic institutions are examined.

In academia, the placement of specialized libraries in the organizational structure varies greatly from institution to institution. Do they serve primarily a specific college or academic program, and if so, is this where they should report? Should they report to the main campus library or even to a university official? In this study, we attempt to identify current trends and discover what the differences are in the most common models and what makes a certain model successful in the eyes of the library’s director. We will be using academic health science libraries for this exploration. This article will explore in detail the reporting structure of academic health sciences libraries in the United States. We utilized a three-pronged approach of data gathering for our analysis: examination of statistics from the Association of Academic Health Sciences Libraries, an online survey of academic health science library directors, and phone interviews with selected directors from various models.

Background

Literature Review

The library and information science literature devotes countless articles to the discussion of the internal organizational structure and management of different types of libraries. In addition, there is
substantial literature that focuses on the management and organizational structure of the library in the larger organization (that is to say, the university). Articles cover a wide array of topics including the politics of competing for budget with other units in the broader organization, perceptions of effectiveness within the larger organization, and analysis of mergers, primarily those of libraries with Information Technology departments to form information services units or those of public library branches. However, among this literature we found no article that devoted exclusive or even substantial coverage to the analysis of external reporting relationship or reporting structure of academic libraries or libraries in general. Those that did touch on these issues of interest were either anecdotal in nature or dealt only with corporate, hospital, or public libraries.

Muriel Flower detailed the reporting arrangements of Canadian health sciences libraries (hospital and academic) where there is equal variety in reporting structures among these libraries. According to this 1987 article, “approximately 85% of U.S. Medical School Libraries report at some level within the health sciences centre, rather than within a library system.” Since that time, this percentage has dropped substantially. James Matarazzo’s 2001 article discusses the future of special and research libraries’ organizational setting and does touch briefly on the topic of reporting structure by saying: “...there is no single ‘optimum’ reporting relationship, either now or in the future. If any trend is apparent, it is that these organizations will increasingly use a mix of solid line and matrix reporting relationships that reflects their own unique culture and organizational needs.” Our survey results found that a number of health sciences libraries have dual reporting structures of various sorts.

It became evident from responses to our survey that there is an intrinsic difference in the natures of main campus and health sciences libraries. Searching the literature it was discovered that there is no shortage of articles surveying the background education of, and practices and activities performed by, librarians. However, no articles were found that compared the academic library cultures in depth.

**Methods**

Both quantitative and qualitative data are considered in this study. We began our research by analyzing the annual AAHSL statistics. The statistics irregularly included a question on to whom the library reported. We broke down the types of structures reported in the statistics and took note of changing trends over the years.

Next we developed a survey instrument to gather more detailed reporting information from the directors of U.S. health center libraries. The twenty-six question survey (see Appendix A) was approved by the University of Florida’s Behavioral/NonMedical Institutional Review Board (IRB-02) and placed online using the software Survey Monkey. An e-mail was sent to the AAHSL Directors’ e-mail list with an invitation to participate in the survey. The survey was active for twenty days (June 10–30, 2007). A hiccup in the software forced us to use e-mail for a certain series of questions. Respondents who had self-identified were contacted by e-mail with the follow-up questions.

Participants in the survey were asked if they would be willing to take part in a subsequent telephone interview. Those who agreed gave their names and contact information. All other respondents remained anonymous. After preliminary analysis of the survey results, we chose six respondents for telephone interviews. The interview participants are not identified by name or institution in this paper. None of the interviewees were from the authors’ institution. The purpose of these interviews was to gather more qualitative data. These participants represented a variety of reporting structures, some of whom had experienced a change in
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AAHSL Statistics

Compiling annual statistics for academic health science libraries began with a national survey conducted by Donald D. Hendricks in the mid-1970s. The first official survey was conducted by the Association of Academic Health Sciences Libraries (AAHSL) and published as the Annual Statistics of Medical School Libraries in the United States and Canada, 1977–78. The question about external reporting structures (to whom the directors reported) was first included in the second edition (1978–1979). Possible answers from which the participants could choose were not always consistent throughout the editions, nor was the question included in every year. Table 1 tracks the changes over time.


TABLE 1
Changes in Survey Question Choices for Reporting Lines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Reporting Line Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1977–78</td>
<td>Your main campus library, if a separate campus library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978–79</td>
<td>Your main campus library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979–80–1982/83</td>
<td>The university library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983/84</td>
<td>The university library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984/85–1994/95</td>
<td>The university library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995/96–1997/98</td>
<td>The university library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000/01</td>
<td>The university library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006/07</td>
<td>The university library</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix B lists the telephone interview questions (see Appendix B).
offered five choices. The 8th edition, covering 1984—85, added the additional option, “other.” These choices remained the same for the next decade (1985—86 through 1994—95, editions 9 through 18). However, in the 1995—96 survey (19th edition), “central medical library” was replaced by “an independent medical library.” The choices remained constant through the next two editions (the 20th, 1996—97 and 21st, 1997—98). The 22nd edition (1998—99) carried this statement: “In 1998—1999 the Editorial Board chose not to survey on type of library... or reporting line. Readers are referred to the 21st edition for this information. As this data changes little from year to year, the Editorial Board will collect type of library and reporting line data in the Quinquennial survey” and no reporting information appeared in the 1999—2000, 23rd edition. Yet, the 24th edition (2000—01) did contain reporting structure data and made further changes to the categories. The data were not included in the 25th through the 29th editions (2001—02 through 2005—06). The survey for the 30th edition (2006—07) offered the same six choices, but changed “health science administration” to “health sciences center administration.” The diverse ways in which the data for this particular question were solicited (or not) created a challenge for analysis and coding of the answers longitudinally.

In spite of the challenges, the authors attempted to distinguish the trend in external reporting structures of U.S. academic medical and health science libraries based on the annual AAHSL statistics 1977—78 through 2006—07. Considering only the number of institutions reporting, figure 1 charts the broad trend of external reporting lines of the participating U.S.
academic medical and health science libraries.

Once the five answer categories were introduced in 1983–84 (7th edition), the figures remained fairly constant until recent years where there appears to be a sharp downturn in the number of directors reporting to medical/health science center personnel, and a slight upswing in those reporting to university administrators. Thus, to study more closely the recent trend, the authors examined the changes that had taken place in the fifty individual institutions that had experienced a change in external reporting structures since 1990. Although several institutions had undergone more than one reporting structure change, for the sake of brevity, only the most recent change was considered.

According to preliminary examination of the statistics, academic health sciences libraries have historically been mainly organized into three types of reporting/budgetary structures. In the most common model, the library’s director reports to a health-related administrator in the health science center or an individual college. The second, less frequently reported model shows the library reporting to someone at the main campus library or a university administrator. The third and least common model consists of those libraries that report to “other” divisions, including a governing board. During the seventeen years from 1990 to 2007, AAHSL surveyed a yearly average of about 124 institutions during which fifty libraries changed from one model to another. Figure 2 illustrates the directionality of change for the thirty-four libraries that converted from one model to another and for the sixteen that switched within the health science center/medical school model. The numbers within each arrow indicate those that changed to that reporting structure.

The online survey and telephone structured interviews were created to understand the reasons for the changes that were not addressed in the annual AAHSL publications.

**Online Survey**

Our online survey of AAHSL directors yielded sixty-eight responses out of 140 total members, a response rate of 48.6 percent. Survey results were analyzed to provide the following information:

- Where the directors/libraries report
- Those directors who experienced a change in reporting structure
- Satisfaction with reporting structure
- The level of autonomy in the various reporting lines
- Strengths and weaknesses of the various reporting lines
• Desire to change reporting structure

Where Do the Directors/Libraries Report
Survey participants were asked to indicate to which part of campus and to what level of administrator they currently reported. Seven category choices were presented:

1. Top Administrator of health science center (Vice President, Vice Provost)
2. Secondary Administrator of health science center (Assistant Vice President)
3. Dean/Director of a health college or school (such as Dean of College of Medicine)
4. Dean/Director of main campus library or libraries (Dean of Libraries)
5. Secondary administrator of main campus libraries (Assistant Director of Libraries)
6. University Administrator (such as Provost)
7. Other (examples: Board of Governors, dual reporting structure)

Figure 3 illustrates the breakdown of these reporting structures.

The sum of the three HSC categories in figure 3 shows 43 percent of the participating institutions report to someone within the medical or health science center. Combining the next three categories, 42 percent report to either a university librarian or to a university administrator. This would seem to further support what the reporting trends illustrated in figure 1 (taken from AAHSL statistics): that the gap is narrowing and those institutions that report to health/medical divisions are declining, while those reporting elsewhere on campus are on the rise.

Directors Who Experienced Change
As stated earlier, according to the 1990–2007 AAHSL statistics, fifty of the libraries had changed reporting structures in those seventeen years, some more than once. In our online survey, twenty-four of the 68 respondents (about 35%) indicated they changed reporting structures during their tenure as director. Figure 4 details the movement of these reporting structures. Again, the numbers within each arrow indicate those that changed to that reporting structure. There were several changes in reporting structure that occurred within the broad categories. These types of changes are illustrated

---

**FIGURE 3**
The Breakdown of External Reporting Structures, 2007 (n = 68)
Online Survey Results
by the circular arrows. Unfortunately, a number of respondents did not indicate to whom they had previously reported; therefore, we had to include the “Reports to Unknown” category.

Respondents were asked what prompted their organization to make a change. A number of factors were listed as reasons for the change in reporting structure; the most frequent reason given (nine times) was the retirement or resignation of the administrator to whom the respondent had reported, or other reorganization of the health center at large. One director did not know why their reporting line had changed, other than the fact that it had been mandated. Other factors, each listed once, included the need to move the library’s reporting to a neutral site (now reports to Finance), to increase collaboration and cooperation (to CIO), and to get proper support for LCME accreditation (to Dean of Libraries). From these responses, the most common catalyst for library directors’ reporting structure change was a structural reorganization or a change in personnel at the health science center or university level.

The directors who changed reporting lines were asked how they viewed the change at the time (“positive,” “negative,” “neutral”). These responses were compared to the responses from Question 13 (“How satisfied are you with the current reporting structure?”) that was asked of all respondents. The one respondent who met the change with a negative viewpoint was not satisfied with the new reporting structure. Of those who viewed the change neutrally (7), 2 were very satisfied, 4 were somewhat satisfied and 1 was not satisfied. Those who viewed the change positively (6) were generally very satisfied with the results (5) with one being somewhat satisfied. Several respondents (9) did not say how they initially viewed

| TABLE 2 |
| Satisfaction Level of Directors Who Changed Reporting Structure |
| Currently Reports to | Very Satisfied | Somewhat Satisfied | Not Satisfied |
| Health Science Center (n=13) | 39% | 46% | 15% |
| Main Campus (n=11) | 27% | 46% | 27% |
the change and of these, 1 was very satisfied with the results, 5 were somewhat satisfied and 3 were not satisfied. Table 2 details the satisfaction level of these directors subdivided by reporting location, while table 3 categorizes the paraphrased responses as to the impact of the change. In the tables, the category “Main Campus” includes those reporting to any of the following: dean/director of main campus library or libraries, secondary administrator of main campus libraries, or university administrator. The Category “Health Science Center” includes those reporting to either a top administrator of health science center, a secondary administrator of health science center, or a dean/director of a health college or school.

**Satisfaction with Reporting Structure**

In the survey, library directors were asked how satisfied they were with their current reporting structure. Table 4 illustrates reported levels of satisfaction. The numbers for the different reporting structures will vary slightly from those seen in figure 3, which is based strictly on the single survey question. However, further survey information showed that some directors fit in a better category. For example, four of the respondents who chose “other” gave the name of the position as “Associate Dean of [college].” This was considered significant and so broke out in the reporting as “HSC College, Secondary.” The analysis of the satisfaction question showed that those reporting to a Top HSC administrator or Top College administrator had the highest level of satisfaction. Those reporting to a Top Library administrator or in the “other” category were the least satisfied. Four out of the five remaining “other” respondents had joint reporting structures (the fifth was to a Board of Governors). All four reported partly to the Dean of Libraries and then two to the Top College, one to the Top HSC, and one to secondary HSC.

Survey respondents were asked to rank their level of satisfaction with current reporting structure among three levels: “very satisfied,” “somewhat satisfied,” or “not satisfied.” Data were then lumped into categories reflecting location of person to whom they reported (HSC, university library, university administrator) and level of administrator (top versus secondary). In all cases (other than the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Change</th>
<th>Positive Impacts</th>
<th>Negative Impacts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change within Health Sciences (n=10)</td>
<td>20% responded:</td>
<td>10% responded:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(30% responded “None”)</td>
<td>• Increased funding</td>
<td>• Decreased communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• More influence</td>
<td>• Decreased funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10% responded:</td>
<td>• Decreased staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Increased staffing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Building improvements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Staff raises</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Better communication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change within Main Campus (n=1)</td>
<td>100% responded:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expedited processes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change from Health Sciences to Main Campus (n=4)</td>
<td>25% responded:</td>
<td>50% responded:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(50% responded “None”)</td>
<td>• Better technical support</td>
<td>• Difficulty in combining/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Better computer support</td>
<td>harmonizing policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Large pool of colleagues to work with</td>
<td>25% responded:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Difficulty retaining independent status</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 3**

The Impact of the Change in Reporting Structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Change</th>
<th>Positive Impacts</th>
<th>Negative Impacts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change within Health Sciences (n=10)</td>
<td>20% responded:</td>
<td>10% responded:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(30% responded “None”)</td>
<td>• Increased funding</td>
<td>• Decreased communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• More influence</td>
<td>• Decreased funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10% responded:</td>
<td>• Decreased staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Increased staffing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Building improvements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Staff raises</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Better communication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Change within Main Campus (n=1)            | 100% responded:                                      |                                               |
|                                            | Expedited processes                                  |                                              |

| Change from Health Sciences to Main Campus (n=4) | 25% responded:                                       | 50% responded:                                |
| (50% responded “None”)                        | • Better technical support                           | • Difficulty in combining/                     |
|                                            | • Better computer support                            | harmonizing policies                           |
|                                            | • Large pool of colleagues to work with              | 25% responded:                                |
|                                            |                                                     | • Difficulty retaining independent status      |
disparate “other” category), those directors reporting to the Health Science Center or one of its colleges were more likely to be “very satisfied” (range 50% to 75%) than those reporting elsewhere on campus (range 0% to 47%). The greatest percentage of “very” satisfied directors (75%) reported to top administrators of the HSC, while those least likely to be satisfied (0% to 47% “very satisfied” and 8% to 20% “not satisfied”) reported to main campus libraries (at least in part) or to a university administrator. When reporting location was grouped regardless of administrator level, those directors who report to the HSC are more likely to be “very satisfied” (69%) than those who report to main campus (31%).

Participants were asked to indicate which of four attributes—respect for the library’s role in the organization, autonomy, streamlined decision-making process, little/no bureaucracy—made their professional relationship with their current supervisor satisfactory. Analysis of the responses can be seen in table 5. Respondents were allowed to choose as many of the four responses as appropriate to their situation. The resultant data were then grouped by reporting type (reports to HSC or main campus) and satisfaction with reporting type (very satisfied or somewhat satisfied). In every instance, autonomy, little/no bureaucracy, and streamlined decision making were chosen by a greater percentage of directors reporting to HSCs than directors reporting to main campus libraries. This pattern held whether directors were “very satisfied” or “somewhat satisfied” with their current reporting structure. The fourth attribute, respect for the library’s role in the organization, was evenly distributed among reporting locations with 90 percent of “very satisfied”/“somewhat satisfied” respondents choosing that attribute and is therefore absent from table 5.

While the structure of this question prevents us from stating that the results demonstrate that reporting to the HSC increases the four attributes, the results are suggestive. The question, as structured, deals with the attitudes of the person in the manager’s position rather than specifically addressing the model. However, the results are clear: those reporting to the HSC report that the positions they are in exhibit these attributes more often than those who report to main campus.

Some participants also provided open-ended responses to this question. A commitment to excellence (two HSC-reporting respondents), understanding of library administration and day-to-day operations (two non–HSC-reporting respondents), access to HSC deans and a seat at the table (two HSC, one non-HSC), and an understanding of how HSC libraries are different (one each) were cited.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 4 Satisfaction Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reports to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSC, Top (n=8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One no response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.5% Not Satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSC, Secondary (n=8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.5% Somewhat Satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.5% Not Satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSC College, Top (n=12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25% Somewhat Satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0% Not Satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSC College, Secondary (n=4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25% Somewhat Satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0% Not Satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libraries, Top (n=15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40% Somewhat Satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13% Not Satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libraries, Secondary (n=2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% Somewhat Satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0% Not Satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Administrator (n=13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46% Somewhat Satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8% Not Satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (n=5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0% Somewhat Satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% Not Satisfied</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
as attributes that make the professional relationship satisfactory.

Freedom to Make Decisions
Survey participants were asked 3 questions regarding their decision-making freedom.

1. Does this line of reporting give you freedom to make budgetary decisions (such as allocations, raises)?
2. Does this line of reporting give you freedom to make administrative decisions (like hiring)?
3. Does this line of reporting give you freedom to make service decisions (for instance, hours open)?

“Response choices were “Yes”, “No”, “Partially”, and are illustrated in Table 6, subdivided by reporting location and level. Note that in all cases, regardless of level of manager, a higher percentage of HSC-reporting directors find their reporting structure to be amenable to decision-making in all three categories than do those directors reporting to the main campus library. ”

A second analysis was performed on these data to include the answers “Partially” and “No.” This analysis was dubbed the “Power Ranking.” “Power Ranking” can be defined as the perceived level of decision-making freedom a director possesses, whether high or low. The best possible power ranking was 1 and assigned to those who answered yes to all three questions. The worst power ranking, 10, was for those who answered no to all three questions. The full rankings were as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power Ranking</th>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 Yes, 1 Partially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2 Yes, 1 No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 Yes, 2 Partially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1 Yes, 1 Partially, 1 No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1 Yes, 2 No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3 Partially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2 Partially, 1 No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1 Partially, 2 No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3 No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Mean Power Ranking column of table 6 shows average/mean power rankings by reporting type. Note that all categories in which library directors reported to the HSC had the better power rankings (range 1.0–2.0) than did categories in which library directors reported to main campus libraries (range 4.0–5.3). University Administrators also scored well in this area (1.9). These data indicate very strongly that directors of health science libraries who report to the HSC perceive that they have the ability to make decisions pertaining to budget, administration, and services. Directors who report to the main campus library perceive they are less likely to have these abilities.

Strengths and Weaknesses of Reporting Structures
Respondents were asked to report the greatest strengths and weaknesses of their current reporting model. Answers were binned into themed categories. HSC-reporting directors (H) reported

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Satisfaction Level / Reports to</th>
<th>Power Ranking</th>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied, HSC (n=22)</td>
<td>86.3%</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied, Main Campus (n=12)</td>
<td>58.3%</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat Satisfied, HSC (n=8)</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat Satisfied, Main Campus (n=13)</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
<td>23.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 5 Attributes Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction Level / Reports to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied, HSC (n=22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied, Main Campus (n=12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat Satisfied, HSC (n=8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat Satisfied, Main Campus (n=13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10 binned strengths, while those who report to main campus (M) reported 12. The HSC-reporting directors and the directors reporting to main campus reported the same top three strengths: increased power to access decision makers (H 16, M 7), independence/autonomy (H 9, M 4), and their supervisor’s cognizance of user needs/library mission (H 6, M 4). Main campus–reporting directors indicated that financial support was a strength of their reporting structure (4), while this was less apparent from HSC-reporting respondents (2). Strengths indicated by HSC-reporting directors but not by their main campus–reporting counterparts include closer ties to the HSC colleges (3) and closer proximity to information technology (1). Strengths indicated by main campus–reporting participants that were not mentioned by their HSC-reporting counterparts included a more neutral position in the organization (3), closer connections to library colleagues (2), more centralized library functions (2), and a more logical tenure and promotion model for librarians (1).

Differences were observed in the reporting concerning weaknesses of Directors’ current models. Nine weaknesses were indicated by HSC-reporting directors, while 11 weaknesses were indicated by directors reporting to main campus. Decreased/no access to decision makers (5 respondents) and report to one college but serve many (3 respondents) were cited as weaknesses by those reporting to the HSC. For those reporting to main campus, 9 respondents indicated decreased or no access to decision makers, 6 reported that their libraries are caught in the policies of the main campus library, and 6 reported that the library is no longer linked to the users that it serves. Main campus reporters (but no HSC-reports) noted less autonomy (4) and a competition with the campus libraries for resources (1). Only directors who report to HSC administration stated that there were no weaknesses to their current reporting structure (11 respondents).

The “report to one college serve many”/neutrality issue was of concern to some HSC reporting respondents.

“Since I do report to the School of Medicine, I have to be diligent in

---

**Table 6**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reports to</th>
<th>Total Responses</th>
<th>Yes to Budget Decisions</th>
<th>Yes to Administrative Decisions</th>
<th>Yes to Service Decisions</th>
<th>Mean Power Ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HSC, Top</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7 (78%)</td>
<td>8 (89%)</td>
<td>7 (78%)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSC, Secondary</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8 (100%)</td>
<td>8 (100%)</td>
<td>8 (100%)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSC College, Top</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10 (83%)</td>
<td>12 (100%)</td>
<td>10 (83%)</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSC College, Secondary</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4 (100%)</td>
<td>4 (100%)</td>
<td>4 (100%)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libraries, Top</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3 (20%)</td>
<td>5 (33%)</td>
<td>7 (47%)</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libraries, Secondary</td>
<td>2 (only one answered decision questions)</td>
<td>1 (50%)</td>
<td>1 (50%)</td>
<td>1 (50%)</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Administrator</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9 (69%)</td>
<td>11 (85%)</td>
<td>11 (85%)</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
making sure I serve the School of Nursing and the hospital as well.”

“We serve the health sciences center, but directly report to one of its schools.”

It is ironic that, whether reporting to the HSC or main campus, some respondents believe that they are reporting to administrators who do not understand the specific mission of the HSCL (or of libraries in general) and report this as a weakness. Some who report to the HSC indicate that this makes it more difficult to collaborate with other libraries on campus and to meet the needs of all campus library users:

“Tenuous connection with the rest of campus libraries.”

“Does not understand greater role in the university and the impact of our decisions, such as budget cuts, on the main campus scientific community.”

On the other hand, those who report to the Dean/Director of campus libraries suggested that main campus library administration does not understand the specific needs of health science users and that this compromises service. A number of these respondents wrote lengthy comments to the weaknesses question, including:

“We’re not directly linked to those we serve. Our goals, services, and resources can be very different from other academic libraries. We’re often caught in policies designed to resolve problems of other campus libraries.”

“Every decision I made was re-examined and often overturned to the disadvantage of health sciences users. The significance of health sciences on campus (we are a major research-intensive university) is not recognized.”

“Not understood by staff at main library; view us as a branch rather than a special library.”

“Centralized library functions ([weakness] same as strengths!), not all needs can be consistent across libraries, HSCLs serve unique, information-hungry constituency.”

If changed from main campus report to HSC report: “The needs of the health science libraries would come first and we wouldn’t have to go to the level of the lowest common denominator when thinking of new services, etc.”

Some respondents suggested that reporting to a Dean of Libraries can cause some confusion concerning their role as advocate:

“There is a track record of favoring improvements on the main campus ... are not vocal enough in support of our library at the deans committee because they assume our university librarian will be the one speaking on behalf of the libraries.”

“The main campus library positions itself as ‘the’ campus library to vendors and others, even for resources where we split the cost—sometimes we must struggle for a seat at the table (annoyance rather than barrier).”

“We gave the university librarian the title of _____ so s/he could speak for all libraries when called for. This created a de facto hierarchy that sometimes trumps general collaboration and my authority.”

A weakness that trended through the HSC-reporting respondents related to the level of HSC-administrator to whom they reported. Respondents indicated overall that the level of report
was not important in terms of clout, as long as the person that they reported to was a decision maker or had the ear of a decision maker. However, level of report did make a difference in terms of ability to move quickly, a hallmark of health science libraries. Comments from those who reported to a secondary HSC administrator:

“Sometimes we experience delays in making decisions. This is especially true about budgets.”

“One more administrative level involved in important decision making. Longer time for decisions to be made/implemented.”

### TABLE 7
**Reporting Preference**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preferred Administrator</th>
<th>Number of Respondents (n = 16)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top administrator of HSC</td>
<td>6 (38%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University administrator (such as Provost, Vice President)</td>
<td>6 (38%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary administrator of HSC</td>
<td>2 (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary administrator of main campus library or libraries</td>
<td>1 (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean/Director of a health college or school (such as College of Medicine)</td>
<td>1 (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean/Director of main campus library or libraries</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Desire to Change Reporting Structure**

Of the 68 survey respondents, sixteen (23.5%) said they would like to change their current reporting structure. Table 7 illustrates the preference of reporting structure of these sixteen respondents. Not surprisingly, the majority of the respondents reported that they would prefer to report to a top administrator with an even split between a main campus administrator and a health science administrator.

Figure 5 correlates these responses with that individual's satisfaction level. Surprisingly, there were two individuals who reported themselves as very satisfied, yet they had a desire to change their reporting structure. However, it appeared that the changes that they would make
would be relatively minor: that is to say, within the same general organization (within the Health organization or within Main Campus organization).

Respondents were then asked to explain what they saw as the advantages for changing. Each bullet point in table 8 quantifies the comments of the respondents.

All six respondents who wanted to change their reporting structure within the Health Science organization wanted to report to the top administrator of that organization for the primary reasons of visibility and ability to promote the library’s agenda at the highest level. Of those who wished to change from Health to Main Campus, one felt that it would be an improvement over reporting to only one of the three colleges that the library served, while the other believed that a higher standard of ethics existed on the Main Campus. Those individuals who desired a change from Main Campus to Health determined that the main reason was more direct alignment with the community that the library served as well as autonomy. The four directors who wanted a change within the Main Campus echoed the desires of those who wanted to change within Health in that they felt reporting to the top administrator of the campus would be the ideal chain of command.

When the perceptions listed in table 8 were compared against the actual advantages (according to individuals who currently had that reporting structure), many similarities arose. Those who wished to report to the top administrator in health science cited direct access and/or communication with health science administration, having a better informational source or “being in the loop,” better budget possibilities, and broader influence/perspective. These reasons mirrored the actual advantages reported with the exception of one additional advantage, which was autonomy. Those who wished to report to a secondary administrator cited many of the same perceived advantages (direct/more interaction, broader perspective, and better budget possibilities), which were echoed by the actual reported advantages in addition to autonomy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 8</th>
<th>What Would be the Perceived Advantage of Changing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Would Change within Health to Top Administrator (n=6)</strong></td>
<td>Would provide:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• More direct line for communication and information flow (67%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Greater visibility for library in decision making (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A broader perspective (34%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Would Change from Health to Main Campus (n=2)</strong></td>
<td>Would provide:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Not just reporting to one of the schools served (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Better visibility on campus (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Higher standards of ethics (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Would Change from Main Campus to Health (n=4)</strong></td>
<td>Would provide:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• More direct communication/alignment with the division of health sciences (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Independence from bureaucracy of university library system (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Would Change within Main Campus (n=4)</strong></td>
<td>Would provide:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• More direct line of communication (75%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Better recognition of user needs (25%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
who wished to report to a Dean/Director within the health sciences again stated the same perceived benefits as did those who currently had that reporting structure. However, this group also noted that a Dean/Director was more accessible to them than a top or secondary administrator would be.

Phone Interviews
Six library directors were selected from the forty-seven respondents who provided their contact information for follow-up questioning (see Appendix B). Interviews were included in this study to allow a small subset of library directors to elaborate on their survey responses, provide examples, and delve into the “hows” and “whys” that inform their perceptions of reporting structure. Because these interviews were so rich in information, we have included numerous quotes to illustrate the perspectives of these directors. However, given the small sample size (six; even smaller when divided by reporting structure type), these quotes should not be accepted as more than what they are: snapshots of six individual circumstances.

Although the coauthors of this project followed a script with specific questions for these semistructured interviews, there was ample opportunity for follow-up with the interviewees as, for the most part, they were willing to share their experiences very freely. Five of the six interviewees agreed to have their conversations recorded. One interviewee reports to a Top HSC Administrator (THA), one to a Top University Administrator (TUA), two to the Dean/Director of Libraries (DDL), and two had split reporting lines.

Directors Who Experienced Change
Two interviewees experienced a change in reporting structure during their tenure. Each initially reported to the top administrator of the health sciences until the position was eliminated. From this point, the similarities ended, with one reporting to the TUA and one to the DDL. The interviewee who reported to the DDL was initially asked to make a recommendation about who s/he would like to report to. The director determined that reporting to the Dean of College of Medicine would not be ideal due to the fact that the library served multiple colleges and the fear that the library would be low on the Dean’s agenda. In addition, the DDL assured the director that the library would remain independent. Consequently, the director requested to report to the DDL. There was a period when the library was not viewed as independent by a subsequent interim DDL; however, when the new DDL was appointed, s/he indicated that the health sciences library should remain an independent unit.

“…[s/he] said that as far as [s/he] was concerned we were sort of the gold standard of what they were shooting for. We’re doing things right. We’re doing it at a standard that, you know, they should be doing things and [s/he] said: ‘I have no interest in watering that down or disrupting that.’ And, so that was very encouraging to me that [s/he] respects what we’re doing and so forth.”

Due to this feedback, this director is “cautiously optimistic” that this model will work.

The biggest challenge to the director who changed to a TUA was a loss of collegiality with the health sciences deans. The director tried to meet this challenge by asking to be appointed to the new larger Deans’ Council, which included all the deans on campus as well as the DDL.

“I think I have continued to benefit by being part of the group. Although it’s just in a different way. … I have had to develop other strategies to really strengthen the relationship that I have one-on-one with the deans in HA. … Well, I don’t [feel I still have the same relationship I had with the HA deans that I used to], not as a result of those meetings because they’re just too big.”
Satisfaction with Reporting Structure
The interviewee reporting to a THA was very satisfied with this line. This could be attributed to a high level of autonomy.

“The [THA] does not meet with me often. ... I deal with other people. I deal with the space people on the space. I deal with the budget people on the budget. I deal with the hospital people on the hospital.”

The interviewee who reported to the TUA was satisfied with the relationship because s/he was included in all kinds of deliberations that came out of that administrator’s office. However, there was some dissatisfaction that the DDL did not act as a spokesperson for all the libraries on campus.

“I felt like it was important to give the University Librarian an opportunity to represent all of our libraries in some cases. Now when we needed to take a position on behalf of the libraries as a whole ... That’s what I’m not so satisfied with. I mean, I think it’s an interesting dynamic. I don’t know, maybe it’s just an idea that sounds good and doesn’t work that well. ... Because we don’t have a reporting relationship they don’t really know that much about what’s going on in the other libraries and I think it’s probably only natural that they behave as if they’re speaking for their own library. ... [O]ur hope I think was that they might do more collegially to develop plans and positions and opinions on things and you know really, seek to carry out that role on behalf of all of us. And I just think it, you know, we haven’t made that work all that well so far.”

The directors who report to a DDL were satisfied with some aspects and not with others. One director was satisfied with budget, stating: “... I honestly never have had the budget or would never be given the budget to purchase the amount of electronic resources that we do have. They are purchased centrally, although I’m a major member of the group that does that, it still happens out of the dean’s office on main campus.” However, both cited dissatisfaction related to harmonization of policies and procedures. One director referred to it as the “big net problem” where “… the main campus will weave a net to solve a problem they have and we get caught in that net. And it’s not a problem we have. And so sometimes we have to contort ourselves to sort of deal with their policies and procedures out there.” In addition, the other director found the relationship an “awkward arrangement” in terms of collaboration because s/he felt that “… it comes down to if the [DDL] wants it done a certain way that’s, I guess, the way it will be. And the [THA] was totally removed from those types of decisions and allowed us to basically run our shop.”

Both interviewees with split reporting structures reported to the DDL and an HSC administrator, one to a top level and one to a secondary. One of these directors did not find the structure satisfactory. This was mainly attributed to the Dean/Director of Libraries’ lack of understanding. As stated: “The [DDL] really doesn’t quite understand the culture of the College of Medicine and that sometimes causes conflict.” The other split director found the structure somewhat satisfying claiming, “I have my own budget which is why this works.” Both directors received their budgets from the College of Medicine.

Freedom to Make Decisions
Not surprisingly, the director reporting to the THA had strong input into all decision making. “I don’t always get what I want, but I’m not treated any differently than any other dean.”

The director reporting to the TUA also had strong input into all decision making. The only area where the director was not purely autonomous was in
the budget process. All of the libraries at that institution were required to submit a joint budget proposal, but since his/her reporting structure was different, s/he was able to attend the budget presentation with the DDL.

The two directors who reported to the DDL were strong in all three decision-making areas, although there were some areas of contention. One was allocation of budget, or more specifically, budget reductions:

“Now, where this becomes sort of tricky for us is when we have budget reductions, which we are doing right now as a matter of fact. So, because [s/he] doesn’t know a whole lot about our budget picture here I just sort of get uniform cuts handed to me which are sometimes very difficult for me to accommodate. I mainly get them in two areas—I rarely get them in operations because our operations budget is not huge. I get them in materials, I get them in personnel and it’s very hard for me and I explain it over and over. You take away an ILL person from me and you’ve taken 50% of my staff where if [s/he] takes an ILL person from main campus [s/he’s] taking away 10% of their staff. So, it’s hard for me to convey what these cuts do to me. I say it certainly, but because [s/he] doesn’t live with it I don’t think I get the same considerations, if that makes sense.

While the directors with the split reporting structures have some issues with their dual lines, they both feel their input into decision making is strong in all three areas. One admits that the deans have final say on hiring and firing, “but my recommendations are considered strongly.”

Professional Relationship and Corresponding Advantages and Disadvantages
The interviewee who reported to the THA had a good professional relationship with her/his supervisor and felt s/he received “very strong support” for their library. This individual’s supervisor took a hands-off approach (often only meeting with her/him on an annual basis), providing the director with an abundance of autonomy. Incidentally, autonomy was cited as both the advantage and disadvantage to this reporting structure.

“We have an opportunity to really initiate things in the library, and develop programs. ... The hard part about it is that the hard decisions are ours, too. ... I think it would be very hard for someone [the library director] to come in and navigate in this type of environment where they throw you in and forget about you.”

The library director who reported to the TUA described her/his professional relationship as “collegial ... [but] not what I would call a close working relationship.” The interviewee met monthly with her/his supervisor through the Dean’s Council and then on an “as needed basis.” S/he cited the advantage of this reporting structure as “being part of a bigger collegial group” and being seen as a peer to the other deans on campus. Conversely, reporting outside the HSC to other campus administrators had its disadvantages, even when that person was powerful:

“The down side is that, I think I had an advocate closer at hand when there was a [THA] position to report to. I think the position I report to now [TUA] is a bigger, more important position, but it’s also a more remote position. So, there are ways, you know, strategies for how to deal with that. And I think I’ve made that work, too. But that’s a disadvantage.”

The two interviewees who reported to the DDL stated that they had a mostly positive professional relationship with
their supervisor although one felt s/he was neglected, especially when it came to facility issues. One of these directors seemed to have more autonomy than the other in that her/his library was truly viewed as an independent unit.

“As far as I’m concerned, the only thing that’s changed here is that I report personally to a different boss. It means nothing in terms of the independent nature of the library system and I’ve not been told otherwise. So that’s how we’re going to continue approaching it.”

This autonomy was considered a huge advantage since this director had the freedom to remain separate or move in a different direction when it would serve her/his clientele better. The other director cited an advantage of her/his reporting structure was that s/he also had the health sciences deans to use as leverage to get what s/he needed from the DDL. One disadvantage cited was the number of differences between the main library and health center library systems (such as user population, services offered, program priorities, classification systems, lending materials).

“So even though … librarians are librarians, you know when you really break it down, we’re a very different breed. So when you’re trying to blend those two units, it’s not an easy, or I think, really a useful way of doing that.”

Both interviewees felt that another important disadvantage was disproportionate representation on library committees.

“But, the fact is you’re really a 10% voice because they’re such a large unit and so they’d say: ‘Well, you know, that’s kind of a cute argument but, in terms of what you’re wanting to do, but in our case [campus library] that really doesn’t work so,

you know, it’s 90% so that’s what we’re going to do.’ So, you know, it really created a lot of conflict and, I think, difficult working relationships were the result of that.”

“That’s the committee of the dean and all of the library heads and some of the department heads in our main library. And I certainly attend that, but I am one voice on that, so it is really sort of out of whack representationally. Given the amount of work and the amount of transactions that happens in the health sciences library I’m not sure we’re fairly represented within the university structure just because we’re not a branch and, for the most part, the other libraries they deal with are branches of the main library. But we’re not. We’re a separate library.”

Those directors who had a split reporting structure experienced relatively good professional relationships with their supervisors. They both felt that the fact that their budgets came from the College of Medicine was advantageous. One interviewee who was relatively new to the position appreciated the knowledge base that the DDL possessed and felt comfortable calling on him/her for information about university and library policies. The other interviewee cited staff involvement on committees as an advantage because it was important to collaborate mutually. Disadvantages for these two directors included were as follows:

“A disadvantage is that the dean of the university library doesn’t always understand the culture of the College of Medicine and the Health Sciences so there are sometimes decisions that we make that [s/he] questions because [s/he] doesn’t understand that culture.”

“Things take time—have to go off the reservation.”
Those Desiring Change
All interviewees were asked, if given an option, would s/he change the current reporting structure. Those reporting to the THA and the TUA had no interest in changing the reporting structure of their libraries. The two interviewees reporting to a DDL also expressed little interest in changing their reporting structure although perhaps less definitively:

“At this point, I would change if there was a viable person on the Health Science campus to report to. If we did have a Vice President of Health Affairs, that, I think is the best arrangement. Since we don’t have that, and we do have now a Dean that appears to recognize, in fact she used to be a medical librarian. So [s/he] certainly understands the issues. And so, I, for the time being, I think that’s the best choice that I have available to me.”

“I think it would depend so much on what that would be and who would be in place … we have certainly in the past actually lobbied for that. Didn’t come true, but we thought it would solve some problems for us. I’m not so sure I would anymore mainly because of the economics issue. I don’t believe the deans in the health science would ‘get’ what we’re facing here in terms of purchasing problems so I think that would be such a hard battle every year for your budget in the health science environment. I’m not sure that I would want to do that.”

Of the directors that had split reports, one desired a change and one did not.

“Yes … I would in fact if I had my druthers, we have a Vice President for Health Sciences which includes the College of Medicine, College of Nursing and College of Allied Health Professionals and because we support those 3 colleges ideally, I would like to report to that Vice President.”

“No. It’s complicated. A lot of medical libraries hate it, but that is not the experience at [Institution]. We have our own budget. The university librarian is a good steward and is ‘proud of us.’”

Keeping Connections with Health Science Clientele
For those Directors who did not report to the HSC Administration, and particularly for those who did in the past but no longer did, keeping a close connection to clients was essential. Directors described how they and their staff managed to do this:

“I found opportunities during the year to work on those relationships, one-on-one. So, I just have an informal goal to try to have, at least once a year, a meeting with each of the deans [of the HSC]. if our paths don’t cross in other ways—which they often do. But at least it’s a ‘touch base’ meeting with each of those deans, where I can say, ‘Is the library giving you the support you need?’ and ‘What’s happening in your school that we might need to know about, that maybe we don’t know about?’”

“There is [sic] monthly meetings that the Top HSC Administrator has with [his/her] staff and [his/her] Deans. … I don’t know if [s/he] really meets regularly with any of the Deans. But, there’s always an opportunity to share something there.”

“Also, I think that in the last say maybe five years or so, we’ve developed our library liaison program to be a much stronger program, here. And one of the things that’s done for us, I’m not sure we really fully anticipated what impact this would
have, but I think that it’s given other staff in the library who are serving in that role much more of an in-road into things that are happening in the schools. In some cases working directly with the deans themselves. So it isn’t just my role. If I had seen that role as, you know, my job to be the eyes and ears on behalf of the library of what’s happening that we need to know about, I would have been a failure at that. But because we have other things going on in the library that have given other people a chance to be involved in that effort, I think that’s really worked well for us.”

Conclusions
Our examination of the AAHSL statistics indicated a change in the trend of external reporting lines of academic health sciences library directors. Although more institutional directors presently report to a position within the health science center, that number has been declining while the number of those reporting elsewhere on campus has increased. The online survey and telephone interviews supplemented that data with the added dimension of personal experience.

A majority of respondents were “somewhat satisfied” or “very satisfied” related to reporting structure regardless to whom they reported. In fact, the same percentage (46%) of respondents are “somewhat” satisfied, whether they report to main campus or the health science center. However, based on the snapshot reported by these respondents, a director is more likely to be “very satisfied” with reporting structure if they report to the health science center, while they are more likely to respond “not satisfied” if they report to the main campus. A greater percentage of directors reporting to HSCs responded that they have autonomy to make budget, administrative, and service decisions. Power rankings (as described in table 6) were more favorable for directors reporting to HSCs than those reporting to main campus libraries, regardless of the level of report. These perceptions by library directors suggest that to whom a HSC library director reports can and does matter.

Ten respondents indicated that being positioned as a “neutral” entity is important to success, especially in an academic health center in which there is more than one college or school served by the HSC library. In most cases, respondents noted the neutrality benefits of reporting to a position such as the “Senior Vice President for Health Sciences” rather than to a dean from one specific college or school. Some respondents indicated that this neutrality issue could be solved by reporting to the dean/director of libraries or other administrator on the main campus. For the most part, the “official” level of administrator to whom a director reports was thought to be less important than the effective clout, interest, and/or knowledge of that person.

In some cases, a “grass is greener” perception was identified. Some directors who report to HSCs believe that reporting instead to a library Dean or Director would be preferable, as these administrators understand libraries, are focused on libraries all day long, and can advocate for libraries. On the other hand, some directors who report outside the HSC believe that reporting instead within the HSC would align them with people who truly understand the missions of the academic health center—educational, research, and clinical.

Based on survey and interview responses, as well as the “water cooler talk” that is pervasive in the profession, medical library directors believe that there are intrinsic differences between the client-base of academic health science libraries and any other library. To serve these clients, the library itself—its mission, priorities, services, librarian and staff knowledge and skill—must be different from those in other libraries to meet those user needs. And, according to these directors, academic health science libraries require the autonomy to meet the needs of these clients. It appears that, for
many medical library directors, this is the heart of the matter. In the current study, respondents were never specifically asked about these differences; however, thirteen survey respondents independently took the time to indicate in their open-ended responses that these differences exist (unfortunately, most did not actually articulate the differences—they just indicated that medical libraries and their clients are different).

Of further interest is the suggestion by respondents (p. 12, 18) that academic medical libraries, even if reporting to the university librarian, are not “branch” libraries. To make the situation more complicated, the respondent on page 12 notes that, instead of a “branch,” the medical library is a “special” library. Formal definitions for terms such as “special library” and “branch library” are inconsistent at best. “Special libraries” are generally thought to be libraries with specific subject collections and services aimed at a specialized population. Such libraries may be found within corporations, government agencies, and academic or other institutions.23 A “branch library,” as the name implies, is a division of a larger organization of libraries. Using the definitions above, a library could be described as both “special” and “branch.” For example, a science library at a university maintains a specialized collection and performs services for a specific population but is part of the larger campus library organization. An undergraduate library at a college is usually considered a branch library but not a special library. A law firm library is a special library but not a branch library because it is not tied to a larger library organization.

So why is it that those associated with many academic health science center libraries consider their enterprise to be a “special library” but not a “branch library,” regardless of reporting structure? While the literature does not provide a coherent explanation, and the current study did not specifically address the “branch” or “not branch” question, the open-ended responses and interviews suggest that the real key is autonomy. No matter the reporting structure, the autonomy to make decisions that are in the best interests of the academic health center’s users, rather than the interests of the academic library system as a whole, seems to be a defining feature of the academic health center library. This autonomy allows a logical “separateness,” even if the academic medical library is part of a larger whole, and suggests that a more reflective term be coined to describe such libraries.

During the interview phase of this project, one library director made the following distinctions between health science and university libraries:

“Well … one of the largest issues is that health science libraries and university libraries are very different animals. They have very different populations, and they have very different priorities. If you break down the types of people that we serve, the university campus has … they have about 95% of the students. But all of our students are graduate students. So there’s a very different mix there. … Then you look at what those faculty and missions are, research is obviously is where our faculty are putting their efforts. And we bring in at least half of the university’s grant income. So, you know, there’s a heavy focus on that. There are clinical support issues and responsibilities that are not present over in the university libraries and we need to be able to address those as we see fit. And then, also the curriculum is such a different focus. In our case, we’re integrated into the medical curriculum with case-based instruction. We do grading and they have to go through a series of modules with us and they have to pass those or face remediation and so forth. So, these are … key differences between
what you feel your program priorities are because your population is so different. And that's not even taking into consideration that we have different systems for classifying and organizing and lending materials between the two systems. We have different national ... professional organizations. So even though ... librarians are librarians ... when you really break it down, we're a very different breed.”

This is a telling commentary, and follows along the lines of what is commonly discussed among medical librarians. What has confounded this study to some extent is the lack of an integrated literature that specifically states and presents evidence for these differences. The authors of this study believe that research specifically addressing that question would be a fruitful area of study.

Open-ended and interview responses revealed the belief that directing a library can prove to be more challenging if the director’s supervisor is not adequately versed in these differences and the issues surrounding health sciences libraries. However, responses indicated that such challenges can be mitigated if administrators provide enough autonomy to their directors (who do understand these differences and issues) to serve their clientele as required by client needs; it matters little if this autonomy is the result of philosophy or “benign” neglect. Some directors who feel removed from their primary clientele based on non-HSC reporting lines have developed a number of ways to keep closely aligned with their users—serving on HSC dean’s council, having robust liaison programs serving HSC clients, meeting with HSC deans as needed.

Regardless of reporting relationship, respondents observed that administrators come and go, and such changes in personnel can improve or worsen the reporting relationship and the likelihood of success for the academic health science library. Therefore, it is important that any agreements or protocols that make a relationship successful should be codified to help ensure future success.
Appendix A: Online Survey of AAHSL Directors

1. How long have you been in your current position?
   - Less than 2 years
   - More than 2 years, but less than 5 years
   - More than 5 years, but less than 8 years
   - More than 8 years, but less than 10 years
   - More than 10 years

2. To what position in what college, division, or department do you report?
   - Top administrator of health science center
   - Secondary administrator of health science center
   - Dean/Director of a health college/school (such as College of Medicine)
   - Dean/Director of main campus library/libraries
   - Secondary administrator of the main campus library/libraries
   - University administrator (such as Provost, Vice President)
   - Other (please specify) ______________________

3. What is the position title of the person to whom you report? _________________

4. Is this the same person who approves your budget?
   - Yes (skip to question 6)
   - No
   - N/A

5. What is the title of the position that approves your budget? _________________

6. Has the position you report to changed during your tenure as director?
   - Yes
   - No (skip to question 13)

7. How long ago did this change take place?

8. To what position did you previously report?
   - Top administrator of health science center
   - Secondary administrator of health science center
   - Dean/Director of a health college/school (such as College of Medicine)
   - Dean/Director of main campus library/libraries
   - Secondary administrator of the main campus library/libraries
   - University administrator (such as Provost, Vice President)
   - Other (please specify): ______________________

9. What was the position title of the person to whom you reported?

10. Please describe what prompted the change in reporting structure

11. Did you view the change in reporting structure as:
   - Positive
   - Neutral
   - Negative
12. Please list any major impacts the change had on your library (such as loss/gain of staff, increase/decrease in funding)

13. How satisfied are you with the current reporting structure?
  - Very satisfied
  - Somewhat satisfied
  - Not satisfied (skip to question 15)

14. What attributes make your professional relationship with this position satisfactory? (check all that apply)
  - Respect for the library’s role in the organization
  - Autonomy
  - Streamlined decision-making process
  - Little/no bureaucracy
  - Other __________
  - Other __________

15. Would you describe your professional relationship with the person to whom you report as:
  - Positive
  - Neutral
  - Negative

16. Does this line of reporting give you freedom to make budgetary decisions (such as allocations, raises)?
  - Yes
  - No
  - Partially (please explain) _________________

17. Does this line of reporting give you freedom to make administrative decisions (such as hiring)?
  - Yes
  - No
  - Partially (please explain) _________________

18. Does this line of reporting give you freedom to make service decisions (such as hours open)?
  - Yes
  - No
  - Partially (please explain) _________________

19. What do you view as the strength(s) of your reporting structure?

20. What do you see as the weakness(es) of your reporting structure?

21. If you could, would you change the current reporting structure?
  - Yes
  - No (skip to question 25)
22. To whom would you rather report?
- Top administrator of health science center
- Secondary administrator of health science center
- Dean/Director of a health college/school (such as College of Medicine)
- Dean/Director of main campus library/libraries
- Secondary administrator of the main campus library/libraries
- University administrator (such as Provost, Vice President)
- Other (please specify): ________________

23. What is the position title of the person to whom you would rather report? __________

24. What would be the advantages of reporting to the position in question 22 and 23?

25. Do your librarians have faculty status?
- Yes, all
- Yes, some
- No (skip to question 27)

26. Are your librarians eligible for tenure [on a tenure track]?
- Yes, all
- Yes, some
- No

27. If your anonymity were guaranteed, would you be willing to participate in a brief phone interview?
- Yes (please fill out information below)
- No

Name____________________
Library/Institution____________________
You may contact me by calling _________________
Appendix B: Phone Interview Survey Questions for Health Sciences Directors

1. In the online survey you indicated you reported to ___________________________. Is this still correct?

(if interviewee indicated in online survey that reporting has changed, ask questions 2--4)

2. How long ago did the change occur?

3. Please describe how your reporting structure changed during your tenure and what were the circumstances that brought about the change?

4. How have staff and librarians responded to the change?

5. How satisfied are you with your current reporting structure?

6. If you could, would you change your current reporting structure?
   ☐ Yes
   ☐ No (skip to question 8)

7. What change(s) would you make?

8. How would you describe your professional relationship with the person to whom you report?

9. Do you feel that your input toward budgetary decisions for the library is strong, adequate, or less than adequate? Is this level of input appropriate for your library?

10. Do you feel that your input toward administrative decisions for the library is strong, adequate, or less than adequate? Is this level of input appropriate for your library?

11. Do you feel that your input toward service decisions for the library is strong, adequate, or less than adequate? Is this level of input appropriate for your library?

12. Could you tell us what you consider to be the advantages and disadvantages of the current reporting structure?

(If librarians are on a tenure track)

13. Does your current reporting relationship support your librarians’ effort to gain tenure? Please describe.
   ☐ Yes
   ☐ No

14. Is there anything else you’d like us to know?
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